• Gas powered reel mower
• New reel using higher grade steel
• Strengthened handlebars for increased control
• Reinforced transport casters
• Refortified drive system
• Certified by TÜV SÜD

• New matte color options
• 100% metal construction
• Fast and simple replaceable cartridge system
• Quiet and efficient Briggs&Stratton engine
• Suitable for lawns up to 20,000 sq.ft.
• Multifunctional system of replaceable cartridges
• Newest generation of Swardman reels
• Precise cut
• Redesigned cutting system
• Stronger reel design

• 25% thicker reel blades
• Reinforced adjustment rods
• Precision grinding on professional machines

Multifunctional replaceable cartridge system

Swardman mowers are not just mowers, they are multifunctional machines for individuals pursuing high level lawn care